Plus Disease in Retinopathy of Prematurity:
Development of Composite Images by Quantification of Expert Opinion
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PURPOSE. To demonstrate a methodology for generating composite wide-angle images of plus disease in retinopathy of prematurity (ROP), using quantitative analysis of expert opinions.

METHODS. Thirty-four wide-angle retinal images were independently interpreted by 22 ROP experts as “plus” or “not plus.” All images were processed by the computer-based Retinal Image multiScale Analysis (RISA) system to calculate two parameters: arterial integrated curvature (AIC) and venous diameter (VD). Using a reference standard defined by expert consensus, sensitivity and specificity curves were calculated by varying the diagnostic cutoffs for AIC and VD. From these curves, individual vessels from multiple images were identified with particular diagnostic cutoffs, and were combined into composite wide-angle images using graphics-editing software.

RESULTS. The values associated with 75% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 25% sensitivity cutoff) were AIC 0.061 and VD 4.272, the values associated with 50% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., a 50% sensitivity cutoff) were AIC 0.049 and VD 4.088, and the values associated with 25% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 75% sensitivity cutoff) were AIC 0.042 and VD 3.795. Composite wide-angle images were generated by identifying and combining individual vessels with these characteristics.

CONCLUSIONS. Computer-based image analysis permits quantification of retinal vascular features, and a spectrum of abnormalities is seen in ROP. Selection of appropriate vessels from multiple images can produce composite plus disease images corresponding to expert opinions. This method may be useful for educational purposes, and for development of future disease definitions based on objective, quantitative principles.

REFERENCES. The accuracy and agreement of plus disease diagnosis from wide-angle posterior pole images are imperfect, even among recognized experts.10–12 These factors raise significant concerns, because errors in classification may result in overtreatment or undertreatment of disease. This problem has important implications for ROP classification, treatment, and research.

Objective, quantitative measurement of retinal vascular changes has the potential to improve the accuracy and reproducibility of plus disease diagnosis.13–14 Several studies have demonstrated the feasibility of this approach through application of automated image-analysis systems for detection of plus disease.11,12,15–19 In particular, the computer-based Retinal Image multiScale Analysis (RISA) system defines quantitative parameters reflecting the curvature and diameter of vessels. We recently showed that this system can diagnose plus disease with accuracy comparable to that of human experts.11,12,15 This research has created a large database relating the values of measurable vascular parameters to the overall diagnostic impressions of numerous recognized ROP experts. In principle, these data could be used for systematic examination of vascular features that are considered most important by experts for identifying the presence of plus disease in wide-angle retinal images.
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The present study demonstrates a technique for generating composite images of plus disease, based on original experimental data that we have gathered regarding expert clinical impressions. Arteries and veins with specified levels of curvature and diameter are digitally combined into wide-angle composite images. These composite images may provide guidance in calibrating plus disease diagnosis for clinicians. In addition, this methodology could eventually be applied to other diseases in which findings are represented by quantitative parameters.

**METHODS**

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Columbia University Medical Center, included waiver of consent for use of deidentified retinal images, and followed tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from expert participants using a click-through web form.

**Interpretation of Original Images by Experts**

Methods for interpretation of the original images have been described. Briefly, a set of 34 images was compiled from premature infants during routine ROP care, using a wide-angle camera (RetCam-Il; Clarity Medical Systems, Pleasanton, CA). Images were selected that, in the opinion of the authors, reflected some vascular change from baseline. Each photograph displayed the posterior retina, with any visible peripheral disease cropped out.

A group of 22 ROP experts was invited to participate. Eligible experts were defined as practicing pediatric ophthalmologists or retina specialists who met ≥1 of three criteria: having been a study center principal investigator for the CRYO-ROP or ETROP studies, having been a certified investigator for either study, or having coauthored peer-reviewed ROP manuscripts. Each participant provided one of four mutually exclusive diagnoses (“plus,” “pre-plus,” “neither,” or “cannot determine”) for each original image, using Web-based software developed by the authors. For data analysis, diagnoses of “pre-plus” or “neither” were considered to be “not plus” and diagnoses of “cannot determine” were excluded. Participants were not provided with references or standards for plus disease, although it was assumed that they would be intimately familiar with these definitions. For each image, a reference standard diagnosis was defined based on the response (“plus” or “not plus”) that was given by the majority of experts. In case of a tie, the more severe diagnosis was selected as the reference standard.

**Computer-Based Analysis of Original Images**

Retinal vessels in each of the 34 original images were identified, classified by author consensus as arteries or veins, and analyzed by the RISA computer-based system using previously described methods. Arterial integrated curvature (AIC), which is defined as the sum of angles along the vessel divided by vessel length (radians/pixel), was calculated for every artery (Fig. 1). Venous diameter (VD), which is defined as the total area of the vessel cross-section divided by its length (pixels), was calculated for every vein. In vessels with multiple branches, the RISA system required that only the major branch be identified and selected for analysis.

The mean value of each system parameter was calculated for each image. Sensitivity and specificity for each parameter at different cutoffs were calculated by using the previously described reference standard. Sensitivity and specificity curves were plotted as a function of cutoffs for each system parameter. All data analysis was performed with statistical and computational software (Excel 2003; Microsoft, Redmond, WA; SPSS ver. 14, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL; R programming language ver. 2.4.0, Free Software Foundation, Boston, MA).

**Generation of Composite Images**

AIC and VD parameters were used for generation of images, because they have been shown to model the clinical diagnosis of plus disease accurately, and because the narrative definition of plus disease refers to “venous dilation” and “arterial tortuosity.” As shown in Figure 2, sensitivity and specificity curves were used to identify three diagnostic cutoffs for AIC and VD: (1) values associated with 25% underdiagnosis of true plus disease according to the reference standard (i.e., 75% sensitivity cutoff), (2) values associated with 50% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 50% sensitivity cutoff), and (3) values associated with 75% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 25% sensitivity cutoff). Linear interpolation was used to calculate exact cutoff values for each level of sensitivity.

From among the 34 original study images, individual vessels were identified that matched these cutoff values. One artery and one vein were selected from each quadrant (superotemporal, inferotemporal, superonasal, inferonasal). These vessels were combined using graphics editing software (Photoshop CS2; Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA) to produce composite images at 75%, 50%, and 25% sensitivity cutoff values for AIC and VD. If no suitable vessel was available with AIC or VD within 5% of the cutoff value, then a vessel from the same side of the retina was substituted (e.g., a superotemporal vessel was substituted for the missing inferotemporal vessel). Vessels were combined on a uniform background consisting of the optic disc and choroidal system. Arteries and veins were designated as bright red and dark red, respectively. Vascular appearance was smoothened using graphics-editing software. Although only major branches of each vessel were used for RISA, other branches were included in the final composite images to produce a more realistic appearance.

**Evaluation of Composite Images**

To evaluate whether these computer-generated composite images truly represented a spectrum of vascular abnormalities that would be judged as plus disease by experts, seven ROP experts (3 pediatric ophthalmologists and 4 retinal specialists) independently examined the three composite images. These evaluating ophthalmologists were different from the 22 experts who reviewed the original retinal photographs, and thus bias was avoided. Evaluators were asked (1) whether each image in their opinion represented plus disease, pre-plus disease, or neither; and (2) to rank the three images based on increasing severity of vascular abnormality. All the evaluating ophthalmologists performed ROP examinations at major medical centers, and six of seven had served as certified ETROP investigators.

**RESULTS**

**Interpretation of Original Images by Experts and a Computer-Based System**

From the 34 original study images, 118 arteries and 138 veins were analyzed. On average, 3.47 arteries and 4.03 veins were
analyzed per image. Table 1 summarizes the values of individual system parameters from computer-based analysis of the 34 retinal study images. The median (range) AIC was 0.037 (0.010–0.107) radians/pixel, and the median (range) VD was 3.737 (2.014–4.967) pixels. Figure 2 demonstrates examples of how exact sensitivity cutoffs for AIC and VD were determined. For AIC, the cutoff value associated with 75% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 25% sensitivity cutoff) was 0.061 radians/pixel, and the cutoff value associated with 25% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 75% sensitivity cutoff) was 0.042 radians/pixel. For VD, the cutoff associated with 75% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 25% sensitivity cutoff) was 4.272 pixels, and the cutoff associated with 25% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 75% sensitivity cutoff) was 3.795 pixels.

Composite Plus Disease Images

Figure 3 displays composite retinal images constructed with this methodology. Each image is composed of two smaller black-and-white images showing the major branches of arteries or veins used for RISA analysis, and one larger color image, which is a composite of all vessels, along with their minor branches. The image generated from vessels associated with 25% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 75% sensitivity cutoff) is shown in Figure 3A. Among vessels in this image,
mean AIC was 0.042 radians/pixel (sensitivity 74.9%) and mean VD was 3.792 radians/pixel (sensitivity 72.3%). The image formed by vessels associated with 50% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 50% sensitivity cutoff) is shown in Figure 3B. Among the vessels in this image, mean AIC was 0.048 (sensitivity 51.5%) and mean VD was 4.077 (sensitivity 50.9%). The image formed by vessels associated with 75% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 25% sensitivity cutoff) is shown in Figure 3C. Among the vessels in this image, mean AIC was 0.060 (sensitivity 25.7%) and mean VD was 4.275 (sensitivity 23.5%). At the 75% sensitivity cutoff, there was no superonasal artery with the appropriate integrated curvature and no inferonasal vein with the appropriate diameter in our vessel database. Therefore, the vessels in Figure 3A were obtained by reflection of the inferonasal artery and superonasal vein, respectively.

Evaluation of Composite Images

Responses provided by the seven expert evaluators are displayed in Table 2. The image formed by vessels associated with 25% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 75% sensitivity cutoff, Fig. 3A) was diagnosed as pre-plus by six of the seven (85.7%) evaluators, and was judged least severe among the
composite images by seven (100%). The image formed by vessels associated with 50% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 50% sensitivity cutoff, Fig. 3B) was diagnosed as plus by five (71.4%) evaluators and pre-plus by two (28.6%). The image formed by vessels associated with 75% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 25% sensitivity cutoff, Fig. 3C) was diagnosed as “plus” by seven (100%) evaluators, and was judged most severe among the composite images by two (28.6%).

**DISCUSSION**

To our knowledge, this is the first study to use quantitative vascular parameters to generate composite wide-angle retinal images at different diagnostic thresholds of recognized ROP experts. The key findings were that (1) computer-based image analysis permits quantification of retinal vascular features, and a spectrum of abnormalities in arterial curvature and venous diameter is seen in ROP; and (2) selection of appropriate vessels from multiple photographs can produce composite plus disease images corresponding to expert opinions.

Accurate and reliable detection of plus disease is critical to the management of ROP. A standard published narrow-angle photograph displays the minimum amount of vascular abnormality required for presence of plus disease. However, our previous studies have demonstrated that there is significant variability in plus disease diagnosis among recognized ROP experts reviewing wide-angle retinal photographs. The variability among responses provided by the evaluators in this study (Table 2) supports this notion. This highlights the subjective nature of diagnostic judgments by experts and suggests that there are not always clear distinctions between “plus” and “not plus.” Instead, there appears to be a spectrum of findings that consists of retinas that clearly do not reflect plus disease, those that clearly do reflect plus disease, and those that do not clearly fall into either category. Although the new “pre-plus” categorization in the international classification of ROP may be intended to represent this latter category, we have shown in a previous study that disagreement among experts persists even with a three-level (plus, pre-plus, neither) system.

The spectrum of changes in arterial curvature and venous diameter, as a function of diagnoses given by experts, may be seen by comparing the images in Figure 3. This could provide insight into how the definition of plus disease is interpreted by experts and may improve the way in which ophthalmologists are taught to interpret the range of vascular changes. As shown in Table 1 and Figure 3A, the image at the 75% sensitivity cutoff illustrates the level associated with 25% underdiagnosis of plus disease and therefore has less AIC and VD than the images at the 50% and 25% sensitivity cutoffs (Figs. 3B, 3C). Of note, the AIC value at the 25% sensitivity cutoff (0.042) is greater than the corresponding value at the 75% sensitivity cutoff (0.040). In comparison, the venous diameter value at the 25% sensitivity cutoff (4.272) is only 12.6% greater than the corresponding value at the 75% sensitivity cutoff (3.795). This is consistent with findings of several recent studies involving automated ROP image analysis systems, which have suggested that the curvature of retinal vessels may be a more useful measure of plus disease than is vascular dilation. It is conceivable that vascular diameter values may be confounded by effects such as photographic blurring, variances in axial length or corneal power, and differences in image acquisition technique that result in variable image magnification. However, if arterial curvature is truly shown in future studies to be more important than venous diameter, then an optimal approach for image generation may require unequal weighting of parameters. We have explored the use of linear combinations of multiple parameters to improve accuracy of computer-based ROP image analysis systems and this may provide a mechanism for integrating and weighting multiple features.

This methodology for image generation may be applied toward developing a definition for plus disease based on quantitative parameters. To illustrate the feasibility of this approach, Figure 4 compares the appearance of two images generated in this study to published photographs selected by the expert committee. Figures 4A and 4B display the composite image reflecting 50% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 75% sensitivity cutoff), which has been cropped and magnified to match the perspective of the standard photographic definition of plus disease. Figures 4C and 4D display the composite image reflecting 25% underdiagnosis of true plus disease (i.e., 50% sensitivity cutoff), compared with a published example of pre-plus disease. This allows direct comparison of features from these images, and illustrates potential limitations of a photographic definition with a smaller field-of-view than indirect ophthalmoscopy or wide-angle imaging. The comparison also illustrates that pre-plus disease and plus disease may represent a spectrum of disease severity that can be quantified using parameters such as integrated curvature and diameter to represent vessel characteristics.

The development of a quantitative definition for plus disease could improve diagnostic accuracy and reliability, but would require identification of the actual vascular features that most closely correlate with the presence of plus disease as judged by experts. One practical difficulty is that there is no consensus regarding which exact aspects of the published standard photograph should actually be considered during diagnosis. This study used AIC and VD for image generation, because these parameters have been shown to correlate closely with detection of plus disease by experts and because the narrative description of plus disease is characterized by “arterial tortuosity” and “venous dilation.” Responses from evaluators appear to support the notion that these composite images represent various diagnostic thresholds of disease. For example, all evaluators ranked Figure 3A as having the least severe vascular abnormality, and all diagnosed Figure 3C as “plus disease,” as might be predicted. However, more evaluators ranked Figure 3B as having the most severe vascular changes among the three composite images (Table 2). This raises the possibility that other characteristics beyond arterial tortuosity and venous dilation may be considered by experts while assessing plus disease. Techniques from cognitive science such as think-aloud methodologies may provide insight about retinal features that are truly perceived as important for diagnosis and whether other attributes such as vascular branching or congestion are considered during real-world disease management. Because the current photographic standard has been shown in major studies to have prognostic significance, development of a quantitative definition would very likely require prospective validation in a clinical trial or retrospective validation using images from premature infants in whom the natural history of untreated ROP is known.

Quantitative interpretation of anatomic characteristics is often useful for image-based diagnosis, and methodologies similar to those described in this article might be applied to other diseases. Parameters of optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging have been used to detect the presence of glaucoma with good sensitivity and specificity. Structural features of the optic nerve head, such as disc size and retinal vascular arrangement, have correlated with expert opinion by using Rasch analysis to determine whether certain anatomic characteristics show greater heritance than others. Mathematical techniques such as fractal models have been used to simulate neovascularization in corneal disease and diabetic retinopathy, and to generate computer-simulated images. Analysis of diabetic retinopathy images, using artificial neural networks
and quantification of image features, has demonstrated high sensitivity for detecting disease.\textsuperscript{26–28} In general medicine, computer-assisted detection of quantitative features of breast masses can increase the sensitivity of mammography for some cancerous breast lesions.\textsuperscript{29,30} Quantitative algorithms using mammographic features such as spiculation, border shape, and density may have been used to classify breast masses.\textsuperscript{30,31} Computer-based analysis of three-dimensional thoracic computed tomography images has been used to extract features such as pulmonary nodule structure, and these features have been used to predict the likelihood of malignancy with very high sensitivity.\textsuperscript{32–35} Combining results from quantitative image analysis with diagnostic responses from multiple experts may make it feasible to develop similar composite images in diseases such as these for diagnosis, classification, and educational purposes.

Several limitations should be noted: (1) This study relied on a single set of 34 images that were examined by both the experts and the computer-based system. Larger studies may be necessary to validate the findings. (2) Our study did not account for any potential differences in magnification within the set of 34 images, which could have affected the measurement of system parameters such as vascular density. Of course, some variability in magnification may also be seen with standard indirect ophthalmoscopy. (3) System parameter thresholds were derived from analysis of vessels from all four quadrants in each image. This method may not necessarily be equivalent to clinical plus disease diagnosis, which is defined as the requisite amount of vascular abnormality in \( \geq 2 \) quadrants.\textsuperscript{5,7} Further work to derive thresholds based on the two quadrants with greatest vessel tortuosity and dilatation may be warranted.\textsuperscript{5} Only sensitivity cutoffs were used to generate composite images, because the specificity curves were steeper than the sensitivity curves. As shown in Figure 2, there was a larger absolute slope from 25% to 75% specificity (AIC = 34.48, VD = 1.59) than from 25% to 75% sensitivity (AIC = 26.74, VD = 1.05). For this reason, composite images based on expert specificity over this range would look more similar to one another than composite images based on expert sensitivity.\textsuperscript{5} Although reference standard diagnoses in this study were based on majority consensus of recognized ROP experts, they do not necessarily reflect the true presence of plus disease. Use of alternative reference standards based on indirect ophthalmoscopy or other methodologies for obtaining expert consensus may be informative.\textsuperscript{6} It could be argued that the use of quantitative cutoff points as a diagnostic tool for plus disease could result in cases lost to therapy (false negatives). However, it has been shown that experienced ophthalmologists often disagree about the presence of plus disease,\textsuperscript{10–12,15,54} presumably because they have different thresholds for diagnosis. An aggressive cutoff point could be selected so that no false-negative cases would occur in the opinion of any examiner, but this would result in many false-positive referrals because of the inherent tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity as the cutoff point is shifted. Therefore, we feel that it is most useful to visualize vascular changes over a range of cutoff values.

In conclusion, this study describes a methodology for quantifying characteristics of retinal images and generating composite plus disease images over a range of disease severities, based on the opinions of recognized ROP experts. The method may have application as an educational tool for ophthalmologists, may provide a mechanism for developing future quantitative definitions of plus disease, and may eventually be generalized to other image-based diseases.
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